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		        Managing digital images in Linux	    

    
		    
    
	
	      The Linux environment includes some powerful tools for editing, managing, and scanning digital images. 
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		      The Linux environment includes some powerful tools for editing, managing, and scanning digital images. 

	    

			          Modern digital imaging technology offers solutions to some of the problems that have plagued photographers since the invention of the camera. But digital photographs have also introduced new kinds of problems, and the very power of the medium has awakened new possibilities for image processing. All these new possibilities have ushered in a new generation of tools. The Linux environment provides many excellent utilities for viewing, editing, and processing digital photographs, and in this month’s cover story, we’ll examine some of those tools. 
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    Related content

    	
		            								        		    Picasa 3.0
									    In the age of the digital camera, users are overwhelmed by a flood of images. Picasa not only helps you manage photos but also will enhance the image quality with just a couple of mouse clicks.
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		            								        		    Xnview
									     Xnview is a handy image viewing and editing tool that is free for private use. We’ll show you around some of the program’s best features.
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		            								        		    ImageMagick
									     GIMP isn’t the only option for photo manipulation. ImageMagick, a collection of command-line programs for image processing, can help you process multiple images in one go.
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		            								        		    RawTherapee
									    RAW format images offer more options for editing than JPEG formats – RawTherapee brings this potential to Linux.
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		            								        		    Picasa 2.7
									    In the age of the digital camera, users are overwhelmed by a flood of images. Picasa not only helps you manage photos but also will enhance the image quality with just a couple of mouse clicks.
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Support Our Work

Linux Magazine content is made possible with support from readers like you. Please consider contributing when you’ve found an article to be beneficial.
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		    			    If you're looking for a powerhouse laptop that runs Ubuntu, the Juno Computers Neptune 17 v6 should be on your radar.
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		    			    If you need or desire to run Windows applications on Linux, there's one distribution intent on making that easier for you and its new release further improves that feature.

		    		
	
		    					    		        Linux Market Share Surpasses 4% for the First Time
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		    			    Look out Windows and macOS, Linux is on the rise and has even topped ChromeOS to become the fourth most widely used OS around the globe.
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		    			    KDE’s Plasma 6.0 "Megarelease" has happened, and it's brimming with new features, polish, and performance.
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		    			    Tails 6.0 is based on Debian 12 and includes GNOME 43.

		    		
	
		    					    		        KDE Announces New Slimbook V with Plenty of Power and KDE’s Plasma 6
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		    			    If you're a fan of KDE Plasma, you'll be thrilled to hear they've announced a new Slimbook with an AMD CPU and the latest version of KDE Plasma desktop.

		    		
	
		    					    		        Monthly Sponsorship Includes Early Access to elementary OS 8
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		    			    If you want to get a glimpse of what's in the pipeline for elementary OS 8, just set up a monthly sponsorship to help fund its continued existence.

		    		
	
		    					    		        DebConf24 to be Held in South Korea
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		    			    Busan will be the location of the latest DebConf running July 28 through August 4

		    		
	
		    					    		        Fedora Unleashes Atomic Desktops
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		    			    Fedora has combined its solid distribution with rpm-ostree system to make it possible to deliver a new family of Fedora spins, called Fedora Atomic Desktops.

		    		
	
		    					    		        Bootloader Vulnerability Affects Nearly All Linux Distributions
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		    			    The developers of shim have released a version to fix numerous security flaws, including one that could enable remote control execution of malicious code under certain circumstances.
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